Abstract
Since in early times human languages expressed substantive syntactic relations in sentence through the system cases and declension. Languages developed and case forms became more insufficient to express the various syntactic functions of the substantive in the sentence. Scholars cite the case of prepositions, a new complementary means to the case forms affirming that they have been coined since the pre-historical of the Indo-European languages. The number and role of prepositions have kept on increasing in all these languages, standing always before a substantive or a pronoun. The same phenomenon is noticed also in Latin, known as praepositiones 1 , even though the syntactic function of substantive is mainly expressed through case system. As scholars affirm, 2 the origin preposition class has to be searched in another class of invariable words, such as adverbs. Actually, prepositions at their beginnings, have been adverbs and mainly at least in Latin and Albanian still preserve this value. Words like ante, post, adversus, circa, super, secundum etc, in Latin depending on the use and functions in sentences sometimes are adverbs and sometimes are prepositions. Notice the use of preposition post in the following senetences.
1) id post faciam -I'll do it later.
2) idpost reditum faciam -I'll do after coming back. In the first sentence post does the function of an adverb, whereas in the second sentence it is a preposition.The same phenomenon is noticed in Albanian too, as a result of participation in the group of prepositions of adverbs and conjuctions. To make it more concrete, see the following examples.
Ai doli jashtë shtëpisë. (jashtë as a preposition) He walked out of the house.
Ai walked jashtë. (jashtë as an adverb).
He walked out.
Our study will be focused on the prepositions of latin, their classification and use in Latin, especially in the text of Kuvendi i Arbënit. 3
Classification of prepositions
In Latin, one way to classify prepositions, is according to syntactic function in the sentence. In the sentences prepositions are used with nouns in different cases. As a result, there are prepositions (ad, ob, inter etc), followed always by a noun in accusative. Others ( a, ab, e,ex,de) are used with nouns in ablative. To be mentioned are some prepositions used with nouns in accusative and in ablative. 4 Let us see the prepositions used more often in the text of Kuvendi i Arbënit, and their translation in Albanian, focused on the accordance and differences when used in both languages a, ab ( a before a consonant: ab before a vowel)
In latin this preposition expresses the idea of removal, of moving away. Unde? -from where? It is followed by nouns in ablative. In Albanian it is translated by the preposition prej 5 , which is also used to express the idea of removal, as in the following sentences. The use of the preposition n is not frequent, especially in Bogdani and later. In modern Albanian instead of it is used more often the preposition prej, which is used morefrequently in our text too.
ad
This preposition expresses the idea of movement or nearness toward a place and use with a noun in accusative. Quo? -Where? In our text this preposition in translated with preposition mbë 7 e followed by a noun in accusative.
The origin of this preposition some linguists, Bopp and Xhuvani is related to San-skrit abi, old Greek amphi and Latin amb-.
In most cases this preposition is not translated, especially when is not given the direction or the arriving point of an action, or when it is a complement of purpose. This preposition expresses the idea of accompaniment. In Latin is always used with nouns in ablative to express the thing or person whom the subject does an action with. In our text it is translated with the preposition me 8 , which in Albanian is used with nouns in accusative.
qui cum Patre et Filio simul adoratur (f. 16) i silli me Atin, e Birin mbasck a orohet (f. 2) in
The preposition in expresses state in a certain place and movement toward a place. In Latin it is used with nouns in accusative when it expresses movement to a place. It is used with ablative when it expresses state in a place. In both uses this preposition in our text is sometimes translated with the preposition ndë/në 9 and other times with mbë 10 , both used with nouns in accusative. In the following example, as it happens in Latin, to express the complement of time, often is not used the preposition in, whereas in albanian text it is given by the preposition ndë followed by a noun in accusative.
In albanian it is translated sometimes with prej, with ablative, to express complement of manner 11 , sometimes with preposition ndë për 12 , to express movement through space in place or in time, as it can be noticeable in the following examples. In the following example we can notice that when this preposition expresses the means through whom the action is done, it is used with accusative, in its other form për 13 , expressing the indirect object with preposition, the means the action is done with. This preposition in Latin is used with nouns in ablative and in our text it is translated with the preposition përpara, which in Albanian is formed by an adverb and compound. Mainly it is used with ablative 16 . In the following example it is used to express the complement of place.
Omnis, qui confitebitur me coram hominibus, confitebor et ego eum coram Patre meo... (f. 20) Gi i silli ci ka me ref em mue perpara Nier et: une kam me refyem atà perpara tim Et.... (f. 8) inter
The preposition inter in Latin is used mainly with plural nouns or pronouns in accusative, to express place in proportion to others. In the albanian text it is translated with the preposition ndër, which in Albanian is used with plural nouns and in accusative In the following example, the preposition inter is used with the singular word multitudo, because it is used to express plurality. It is noticeable the translation ad litteram, as a result, in Albanian too is used with singular noun, bringing an incorrect use of the albanian preposition ndër. Albanian language has prepositions used with nouns in nominative, whereas in Latin there are no prepositions of nominative. In fact this is a tipical feature of Albanian. It is about prepositions nga, tek with their respective dialect variants ka, (kaha), 17 that are analyzed in different studies as a phenomenon generated during the historical evolution of Albanian. 18 In the albanian text of Kuvendit i Arbënit, it is not noticed a frequent use of nominative case with prepositions. Two examples of the preposition nga, in its gegë dialect variant kaa, have been found. In both cases, it is used before numerals to express complement of manner and the way an action is done. Actually it was expected to find more cases, because this is a phenomenon encountered in the first book of written albanian, even though not so often. The only explanation is related to the fact that the author of translation, not having Albanian as mother tongue, perhaps did not prefer the use of these prepositions. As it is written in gegë dialect, the author has preferred prej +ablative or ndë +accusative to nominative prepositions. Some prepositions, prej, ndaj, jashtë, përpara, are used with nouns of different cases. Demiraj affirms 20 that this phenomenon is noticed in written Albanian, and sometimes in the books of the same author. The preposition ndaj in the old texts is used mainly with nouns in accusative 21 , whereas in today's Albanian they are used with nouns in ablative.
Inter
The prepositions originated from adverbs, përpara,jashtë, are used with nouns in ablative, but still there exist examples used with accusative 22 . In the text of Kuvendi i Arbënit it is used only with nouns in ablative:
Per jashta mallevet/ prëpara nesh/ per mbrenda scerbimit f. 67, 55, 63 The use of these prepositions with accusative is a feature of the language used in the old texts, and it is not encountered in today's albanian. So, in face of such a situation, the main question is put: The usage of these prepositions is a feature of author's speaking, feature of Albanian or this phenomenon is seen as an influence by the original texts? Many scholars have given their own opinion about this question.
According to Bokshi 23 in Albanian language many times ago, these prepositions were used with accusative, and later they are used with ablative. According to him, the use with accusative is a common phenomenon, in the IndoEuropean languages. The scholar Mansaku affirms 24 : "Buzuku could not use these preposition only being influenced by the latin text, because according to him, prepositions direction is not easily borrowed from other languages. This thesis is reinforced also by the frequent use of these prepositions with accusative nouns and rarely used with ablative. Another important point is that used with nouns in accusative are not only the prepositions te (tej), jashtë, theirrespective latin prepositions extra, trans, but also the prepositions like përpara, (coram) . Coram in latin is used with ablative
In the text of Kuvendi i Arbënit these prepositions are not used with nouns in accusative. At this stage of Albanian language, it is noticeable the correct use of prepositions, presenting the important fact that in Albanian of XVIIII century there was stability and clear syntactic relations between prepositions and nouns.
